Abstract: The purpose of this study is to produce an effective sample model for evaluation in the selection process of cosmetics puffs. Hardness and cell size were adopted as physical-properties data which replaces sensuous data. We made the evaluationmodel using real samples in a matrix using two properties on vertical and horizontal axis. In order to examine the interval of the physical-properties value of the puff used for each sample, sensory evaluation of the differential limen to the hardness of puff was carried out. In order to set up the median of a model sample, actual cosmetics products in the market were investigated and average value was deduced. Effect evaluation was performed for the usefulness of the model sample by two methods. One method is from the viewpoint of usagein business practice. Another method is from a viewpoint of discernment for evaluating feeling. From a viewpoint of discernment, it was tested to find whether it was possible to determine sensory evaluation of human touch numerically when the sample model was used. From a viewpoint in the use on business, the subject was examined to determine whether they can choose a suitable puff by using the conventional selection method or by simply choosing using a model sample. In this study, the differential limen of the hardness of a puff was found. In the judgment of roughness by visual inspection, it was found that a person could determine a more exact numeric value when the subject used the model sample. The sample model was also useful in the selection process of the puff in practical business.
INTRODUCTION
Many Japanese women use foundation for makeup [1] .
The foundation is one type of cosmetics where kneaded powder, oil, minerals, pigments and other additives are formed into a solid or liquid condition [2] . The foundation which is popular in Japan is a portable, solid type powder foundation. In order to apply such foundation to the skin, the small sponge called the makeup puff is used [3] . The cosmetics company makes thinking the affinity of foundation and the puff are very important. For example, when the powders of various sizes are used for foundation and an uncongenial puff is used, only specific pigments of color strongly transfer, and, the evenness as for a color's appearance is different. The selection of a puff in which the function of the foundation is fully employed efficiently is important to reproduce such quality. There is a concept for foundation which various designers have, such as "smooth finishing with conceal skin", "natural finishing which is glossy and thin" and so on [4] .
When companies make new cosmetics, they choose the optimal puff for each cosmetic by the feature which is thought as particularly important. However, they don't have an established original indicator. That is to say, that there is no indicator of selection which makes choice easy.
In order to choose the correct puff from a large number of samples it may take thousands of man-hours. The purpose of this study is to build the model sample for evaluating the suitable puff for cosmetics. We already determined by previous work that physical data has a strong relation with the sensitivity data for the puff evaluation [5] . The number of characteristics for a model sample examined is three. One is the simplification and speeding up of product development in a cosmetic company. The second is technical development which records the selection process for how it is chosen. If the model sample is used, a person who could not evaluate by feeling may be able to evaluate with a physical numeric value. The term physical numeric value means the measurement able value express numerically by some measuring instruments. If the replacement to a physicalproperties value can be performed, it will be recordable as sensitivity selection. Conventionally, selection of the puff is individually made for each product and the past data was not utilized. If numeric recording becomes the adopted standard of physical numeric value, the reason for selection also becomes clear and can be used for future utensils design. The third is making a common standard for the cosmetics evaluation of puffs which can be used by
anyone. If this model sample can be built, the employment as standard will be tried on actual business.
In addition, first purpose effect of three purpose is simplification and acceleration of product developing at cosmetic company. We aim such effect; there is little point in if we made the model sample far removed from actual cosmetic market. As a result, sample model should be projected on product physical numeric value of actual cosmetic market. Next, the model sample should be the product which can be supplied by the usual production process. If we use sample model which is supply impossible by usual product line, we won't get reproducibility of the record even if we provide technology about records choosing process above-referenced second aims. On a final note, width of physical numeric value of sample model should be able to sense anybody who wants to use it. If sample model aim to be standard usable anyone of difference position that each sample model need different as easy-to-detect anyone.
METHOD FOR MODEL CONSTRUCTION
We propose setting two physical-properties items which have a strong relation with the usage feeling of the puff on vertical axis and horizontal axis, and produce a model sample specimen in the shape of a matrix in this model .
The model sample that is proposed by us assumes that the puff, which is a sample, is arranged with a physical numeric value at equal intervals in this space. Our previous work compared sensitivity data and physical data . The sensory evaluation was made using two principal components which are "feeling of spreading" and "touching feeling". "Feeling of spreading" is a factor of the puff's softness, the adhesion of the foundation to puff , spreading of foundation on the skin and homogeneous broadening. The "hardness" and "density" physical value had a strong relation to the "feeling of spreading" . The second component "Touching feeling" is a factor of roughness or smoothness of the puff. This had a strong correlation with "cell size" of a physical value. The physical-properties data which controls the amount of feelings of a model is adopted as a vertical and horizontal axis. We adopted cell size for one axis. We show the scale and electron microscopic picture of the cell sizes which were used for previous work in figure 1. The standard value is shown in table 1.
The candidates for the other axis are "hardness" and "density" however; we ch ose "hardness" which can be distinguished simply from judgment of touch or appearance. Variation in density is less easy to feel and it is more difficult to control tightly in practice.
The model sample is arranged in four quadrants (rough cell -hard) (rough cell -soft) (small cell-hard) (small cell-soft) as shown in Fig. 2 . This central point is derived from the results of a survey of an actual cosmetics market and the width of the matrix is set to the position of the distance of which one can distinguish sensuously and can be reproduced in manufacture. We show the concept as Fig. 2 .
Sensory evaluation was tested in regards to how the hardness of a puff can be distinguished with human feeling for the setup of the interval of the hardness of the model sample. There is a scale set up by sensory evaluation in our previous work. When the width of the interval about hardness and cell size is known, the range in which feasibility of manufacture is examined by us.
At the end, the effect of the created model sample is checked.
3. EXPERIMENTAL 3.1 Measurement of sense width for setting of the model sample We researched differential limen and determined how much subjects can sense a noticeable difference. The test is sensory evaluation by the pair test method [6] . The conditions of the experimental environment was indoors under electric light and 20-22C room temperature. The samples were shown at random. All sample materials were rubber latex sponges. All shapes are rectangular and have rounded corners of 12mm radius with width of 40mm, length of 53mm, and thickness of 8mm. The color tone was also unified into the same ocher flesh color. Subjects are 18 women in their early twenties. We set subjects early twenties due to make standard that can be judged user who have a little experience only to use powder foundation when we make standard of model samples from differential limen. If inexperienced person can judge the standard of sample model, experienced person will be able to judge it enough. The puffs were three sets of about 7 pair from which hardness is different. The contents are shown in table 2. Combinations prepared were seven kinds of samples which had differences of "±0, +3, +5, +7, +10, and +15°" by the hardness meter to a benchmark article. The hardness meter used that made by the KOBUNSHI KEISOKUKI corporation HF hardness meter of type F. Subject's choices were "same", "harder" and "softer". The subjects were made to touch the samples of this hardness and asked to judge. The method of how the subjects felt touch was by holding three fingers with thumb and pressing against the skin according to the usage.
3.2 Measurement of the center of hardness of cosmetic puffs from current market for setting the model center It is necessary to make the model sample with respect to the utensils of an actual cosmetics market. It decided to use the median of actual cosmetics market that is investigated in a setup in the center of model sample. All the 90 kinds for which the puff is used among foundations of new product considered to have been put on the market over 2002 from 2000 were collected. The material for research is the same puff made from rubber latex as this candidate for research. The collected hardness and cell sizes of puffs were measured. figure 7 . Each data is the average of subjects. When the model sample was used, the adjustment R square value between the actual measurement value and evaluation value which was predicted subjects by regression analysis was 0.834. In the same way, when a model sample was not used, the between the actual measurement value and evaluation value which was predicted subject was seldom in agreement with 0.461 adjustments R square. That is, we interpret result that evaluation value when subjects used About hardness, we made demands on the subject for the numerical value of hardness. It was not able to answer, although there was skill of enough of the puff evaluation. Only when the model sample of a proposal was used as reference, hardness has been judged numerically. A result when a subject uses a model is shown in figure 8 . The adjustment R square value with the actual measurement value by regression analysis was 0.632. It was able to transpose to comparatively actual data and a near numerical value. In the condition as subjects didn't have sample model, their condition was as "0" that they couldn't describe by numeric value. We did get square R this near actual data that made subjects self-conscious about concept of replacement of evaluation by numeric value by our model samples.
The effect of the model on the view of selection
The result of the selection process of the optimal puff by the difference of the existence of a model sample is shown in table 8. The time and the number of times which a setup at the time of an actual plan took were shown in the sequence of Actual planning. The result of the selection process of the optimal puff by the difference of the existence of a model sample is shown in table 8. The time and the number of times which a setup at the time of an actual plan took were shown in the sequence of actual planning in table 8. Subject 4 group of this research was also shown in the next sequence. All the groups chose the almost same puff as the optimal actual puff to the same foundation. As a selection period, four groups using a sample were able to choose the optimal puff by the evaluation the near by only one day as often as to spend 10 times and six months of a traditional method. It was only 15-30 minutes. tion. We focused attention on cell size and hardness that have to strong relation with usage feeling of the puff . Based on the examination result , set scale which can be detected the quadrant was set up about these items . Particularly about hardness, it was found that subjects needs difference 10 degrees at least if they judge as small and soft thing as cosmetic puff . We looked appearance that subjects judge difficult when they set soft puff from the first for standard. The bodily movement of pinching puff only 8mm might be difficult their judge. We evaluated the effect of a model about simplification of selection and judgment of cell size and hardness of puff. In judgment of physical data, the subject was able to express feeling numerically, when a model was used . The subjects who are expert of puff evaluation could not do numeric conversion for toffee at first . They could do numeric conversion first time ever when they compared model sample. About cell size, accuracy late changed a lot by model sample even though the judge method is same by eye at all.
In selection of the optimal puff for foundation , the model had simplified the time-consuming business of selection. The time and labor hour of selecting most suitable puff for foundation could cut through several hour and 9 times of evaluation time. Even though , finally the puff which was selected by them is nearly same. At actual product development, they might need fine adjustment of result a little. However, if the evaluation needs only once or twice that it contribute enough for simplification of business. It is trying about the point that is aimed third effect whether it become common standard of cosmetic evaluation or not at actual business . However, this sample already got effect and patent about planning of cosmetic puff [7] . 7 
